Drop deadline passes with flurry of activity

Drop Deadline
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IOWA CITY, IOWA - Hundreds of students in classes at the University of Iowa flocked to the Registration Center with flurry of activity during the last few minutes before the drop deadline yesterday.

"I'm going to drop my class," said Schafer, a freshman in Business Administration.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a third student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a fourth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a fifth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a sixth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a seventh student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said an eighth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a ninth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a tenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said an eleventh student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twelfth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a thirteenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a fourteenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a fifteenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a sixteenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a seventeenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said an eighteenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a nineteenth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twentieth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-first student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-second student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-third student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-fourth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-fifth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-sixth student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm going to drop my class," said a twenty-seventh student who was also busy filling out a registration form.

"I'm not going to drop," said another student who was busy filling out a registration form.
Features

Students cry out for yodeling contest

By John Ralston
The Daily Iowan

"The atmosphere around a yodel is kind of electric," said University of Iowa senior Linda Hoel. "I think there's something really special about it. I think it's a musical thing, you know? You can't do it too loud or too soft. It's just something that's unique."

But the school has been without a yodeling contest for a number of years, and students are clamoring for one. The present yodeling contest has been canceled due to lack of interest. "I do think it's something that people should be able to enjoy," said Hoel. "I think it's a fun thing."

But the contest has not been without its controversies. "I think there's a lot of controversy about who should be able to yodel and who shouldn't," said Hoel. "I think there's a lot of controversy about whether or not yodeling is a sport."

Several students have expressed interest in organizing a yodeling contest. "I think it would be a great idea," said Hoel. "I think it would be a lot of fun. I think it would be a great way to bring people together."

But others have expressed skepticism. "I don't think it's a good idea," said Hoel. "I think it's a bad idea. I think it's a stupid idea."

Still, there is hope for a yodeling contest in the future. "I think it's possible," said Hoel. "I think it's possible that we could have a yodeling contest in the future."

But for now, the yodeling contest is on hold. "I think it's too bad," said Hoel. "I think it's too bad that we can't have a yodeling contest. I think it would be a lot of fun."

The Daily Iowan / John Ralston
Signing up — Eronne Arnold, left, autographs the cast of Theresa Gathall, 3, of Water- linn, during a stop at the Big Food Diner in Eldon.

varieties of programs slated by RVAP for Sexual Assault Awareness Month

“Every type of violence is education,” she said. “The whole key to changing our society so we can get an end to sexual violence is education.”

Christine Munson, RVAP director

A mock trial of an acquaintance rape at the 2009 Sexual Assault Awareness Program will feature the case of Theresa Garthoff, 3, of Water- linn, during a stop at the Big Food Diner in Eldon.

RVAP takes sexual assault seriously. According to statistics, 1 in 4 women and 1 in 6 men will be raped at some point in their lifetime. The impact is severe and long-lasting, and the recovery process can be difficult.

Susan Schnell, a sexual assault survivor, will give the audience a picture of what an acquaintance rape is and how it affects the survivors.

“The key to changing our society so we can get an end to sexual violence is education,” said Christine Munson, RVAP director. “We have to do more and do more and educate more people. This is the third time since Jan. 1, 2009, that Howard has been charged with a domestic abuse incident. On Jan. 12, he was charged with second-degree assault, and on Jan. 4, he was charged with simple assault. Upon arrival, police were told that the woman had been left at her home and was dancing away.

The case is under investigation. The woman, who was left at her home, has a history of domestic abuse issues.

Follow your favorite baseball team in The Daily Iowan sports section, now featuring expanded standings and complete box scores.

When the weather outside is frightful...

Metro & Iowa

Local man accused of stalking ex-partner

Lisa Bacle

The Daily Iowan

A mock trial of an acquaintance rape will be presented during the Sexual Assault Awareness Program. Participants will act out the case of Theresa Garthoff, 3, of Waterlinn, during a stop at the Big Food Diner in Eldon.

The key to changing our society so we can get an end to sexual violence is education, said Christine Munson, RVAP director.

“Every type of violence is education,” she said. “The whole key to changing our society so we can get an end to sexual violence is education.”

Christine Munson, RVAP director

A mock trial of an acquaintance rape at the 2009 Sexual Assault Awareness Program will feature the case of Theresa Garthoff, 3, of Waterlinn, during a stop at the Big Food Diner in Eldon.

RVAP takes sexual assault seriously. According to statistics, 1 in 4 women and 1 in 6 men will be raped at some point in their lifetime. The impact is severe and long-lasting, and the recovery process can be difficult.

Susan Schnell, a sexual assault survivor, will give the audience a picture of what an acquaintance rape is and how it affects the survivors.

“The key to changing our society so we can get an end to sexual violence is education,” said Christine Munson, RVAP director. “We have to do more and do more and educate more people. This is the third time since Jan. 1, 2009, that Howard has been charged with a domestic abuse incident. On Jan. 12, he was charged with second-degree assault, and on Jan. 4, he was charged with simple assault. Upon arrival, police were told that the woman had been left at her home and was dancing away.

The case is under investigation. The woman, who was left at her home, has a history of domestic abuse issues.

Follow your favorite baseball team in The Daily Iowan sports section, now featuring expanded standings and complete box scores.

When the weather outside is frightful...

“Iowa City Transit

“Ours is going to be the best car you ever rode in,” Rick Forsyth said.

Forsyth was charged with third-degree domestic abuse and simple assault. He remains at the Johnson County Jail.

Two programs planned by the Rape, Violence, Advocacy Project to address very serious issues that really do affect all people, said Ashley Sovern. "It's a special interest of ours toward men. We want people to come and talk and listen."
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William Peter
The Daily Iowan
City Council members and mem-
bers of an advocacy group for people
with disabilities are calling for a
right to discuss ideas for getting
land to be used to build a park with
the Americans With Disabili-
ties Act.

Council members Bruce Puglisi,
Jim Bower Jr., Robert Broghammer,
Sharon Lampe, Robert R. Lynch,
Matthew J. Whatley and Kelly A.
Ryan called for a meeting to
schedule a forum at the City Hall.

"We need to talk about what the
issue is and how we can get some
kind of solution," said Bower. He
told the council members that the
issue is "a real problem for a lot of
citizens in this city."

Lampe asked the city to meet to
discuss a forum on the issue of a
park. Bower said that a forum on
how to solve the issue of a park
would be helpful.

"I think it would be a good idea,"
Lampe said. "I think we need to
have a forum to talk about this
issue so we can get some idea of
what we can do."
Israel army packs up to leave Gaza Strip

Israel areas defined

Second day of offensive: Israeli army

NĀMEH BOTH

---

Israel army packs up to leave Gaza Strip

Nicolai Troto

Associated Press

Gaza, March 28 - Israeli forces moved at night into Gaza City, said a major holiday in the city, and hundreds of Nakba, the event of 1948

Residents took over the streets of the city, which has seen limited fighting in the past, and set up barricades and burning tires. The army said it was pulling out of the city after two days of heavy fighting.

The armistice agreement, reached in 1948, was seen as a victory for the Palestinians, who had lost control of the city in 1967. The army said it was moving to Gaza City to clear the streets and prepare for the return of the Palestinians.
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**Quotable**

"It will be no favor to anyone if Iowa turns into one large supermarket."—Bowman Campbell

Iowa attorney general, on the need for stronger laws regulating livestock feedlots.

**WOMEN IN POLITICS**

#### The apron syndrome

America has found the perfect scapegoat. She is a woman, her hair is straight and her mind is sharp. Her name is Hillary Rodham Clinton. And yet, she doesn’t have her place.

She should and could be a wife, in part as a result of wining the chocolate-chip/mobile cooking contest against incumbent Barbara Bush. However, she also stepped out of that role — now she’s under fire.

She took on a business suit and — to the great dismay of crime. The tendency for women to be valued only when wearing professional. This is evidenced in the numerous career women who had already been living in a unisex household and prevented her from being valued as a person.

The crime of profession was not going to be renewed for her in the kitchen or sometimes even in her home. She was the lawyer, she was the professional and must include people in society who hold these beliefs.

It is easy to see that, from the beginning of the union, the single apron has been a symbol of their identity. The greatest benefit of wearing an apron is that it detaches one from a certain sense of identity, it erases my personality and prevents me from being valued as a person. The reason is that the single apron is a symbol of their identity and not a symbol of their action.

When she protested this treatment by taking off the apron, it was a symbol of her desire to be seen as a person, not just as a lawyer. The boss men don't put up with that kind of treatment.

#### Tom Hunter

Continuing to keep America beautiful

#### Greg Stump

On Sundays the powers that be instruct everyone to set their clocks ahead one hour. Here I am to tell you that you should like the best of all the citizens, you are less than me, and less than me completely with the decree.

COGS / SEIU has been living in a storm world, refusing to deal with the real, harsh realities of unemployment.

The COGS/SEIU executives and directors of these graduate college unions damn me; they can't understand when I base your arguments on facts! It is here for the graduate students to understand what they have been doing. The union was not a good 1A. It then left to try and explain in the fact department. An explanation is that I am not an agent of the graduate college union, but of the graduate college students.

There is no need for me to be at the same party that I am at the same party that your college and the graduate college union are on. The union is not a good 1A. The union is not a good form of a union.

The COGS/SEIU executives and directors of these graduate college unions damn me; they can't understand when I base your arguments on facts! It is here for the graduate students to understand what they have been doing. The union was not a good 1A. It then left to try and explain in the fact department. An explanation is that I am not an agent of the graduate college union, but of the graduate college students.
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Stocks drop; Dow reaches six-month low

**Nation & World**

Beverly Klawans

Associated Press

NEW YORK (Stock Exchange) — Stocks plummeted again Monday in violent downspouts that wiped more than 150 points off the Dow Jones industrial average, heralding increased selling pressure throughout the street.

News Desk

Tuesday, May 14, 1991

**News Desk**

by David G. Bireley

The Dow average of 130 premier U.S. stocks plummeted again Monday and closed at 3,978.36, down 45.81 points from Thursday and the low-end point since Jan. 31. Broader trends, where big investors have bonds outweighing the nation's leading purveyor of stocks, showed the economy grew in March for the seventh straight month but had little effect on the market.

The decline in the stock and bond markets over the past few months has been widely blamed on the Federal Reserve's move to raise short-term interest rates. Fears of a recession, continuing a 5-year-old strategy of lowering rates to stimulate the economy, have sent the Dow Jones industrial average down more than 400 points in the past two months.

Biosphere scientists charged with vandalism

Associated Press

The charge of vandalism against the Biosphere 2 project in the Arizona desert drew a swift rebuke from University of Iowa spokesman Chris Helms.

"We are not concerned to a sense or have reason to suspect that vandalism is occurring, and in fact, the project has undergone the most stringent, highest level of security possible," Helms said in a statement.

The University of Iowa is one of the four institutions that established the Biosphere 2 project in the Arizona desert in 1990.

"This is a stupid story and it will go away," said Helms, referring to the press release issued by the Associated Press.

The release stated that eight people were sealed into the Biosphere 2 project in March 1991, but Helms said that number is not correct.

"The university has no reason to suspect that any of the individuals involved in the project have committed any acts of vandalism," Helms said.

The release also stated that the project has undergone "the most stringent, highest level of security possible," but Helms said that is not correct.
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Discounts are being offered by the following businesses:

**Fries BBQ & Grill**

Free reg. soft drink with meal.

**Hamburg Inn No. 2**

20% off of entire menu. Try our homemade burgers.

**Old Capitol Eye Care Express**

Discounts are being offered by the following businesses:

**Hawkeyes Express**

Discounts are being offered by the following businesses:

**University of Iowa Student Association** would like to present the 1994...
**ASSASSINATION**

Continued from Page 1A

The most serious objection may be that it is a war on Meadows. Anti-Meadows sentiment and the fact that he is the only African American in the state administration are probably doing him some good in his bid for re-election, said one political observer.

Grandy fielded audience questions to the same types of punishments that Mexicans believe their race receives when studying, according to the study.

**RACE STUDY**

Continued from Page 1A

...and then it became obvious that there was a conspiracy to kill Meadows. Why? Because someone knew he would be there. And what did they do about it? Nothing. It was a cover-up. They didn't want to hire students if they didn't want to hire students if they didn't want to hire students if they didn't want to hire students if they didn't want to hire students.

The students were asked if they were part of any group that had tried to hire students or was trying to hire students, and what kind of group it was.

Many said they were part of a group that had tried to hire students or was trying to hire students, and what kind of group it was.
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Arkansas' first NCAA title

Associated Press

Chicago's Karl Rhodes watches his second solo home run of the game go high into the left field stands during the third inning at the Metro opening-day 12-0 win Monday. Rhodes was 4-for-4 on the day.

Associated Press

Karl Rhodes of the Chicago Cubs at Wrigley Field.

Chicago Cubs' third baseman中部看
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Johnson's no-hitter halted in eighth

Associated Press

Chicago White Sox second baseman Ray Caray waits for the throw as Kenneth Roberts attempts to steal at the first basemen the Blue Jays 7-3 run Monday. Alomar was out at the play.

opening day, but was bunted for eight runs in 12 innings. With the Red Sox trailing 6-0, Mott walked to load the bases with two out in the eighth, giving Boston a 3-2 edge. Republic Anderson's two-run single scored two runs and a wild pitch put the Red Sox ahead 3-2. (AP)
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President Bill Clinton throws out the first pitch at the Cleveland Indians opener while first lady Hillary Rodham Clinton throws out the first pitch at the Indiana Cubs opener on Tuesday, the Blue Jays return Thursday with three batters in the leagues, all of their key players are on deck, plus a couple of superstars in the league. In all, that should be enough to keep the crowd at home.

JIM'S JOURNAL

I was watching TV today. Suddenly my phone rang. It was my mom. She was clearly upset about something. I asked her what was wrong, and she said she was sending me a text.

Before I knew it, I was dead
daydreaming

I got up, grabbed my phone, and read the text message:

"I'm sorry, but I need to talk to you. There's something going on at work, and I need you to come home right now."

I wasn't sure what to say, but I knew I had to go. I hung up on my mom and headed back home as fast as I could.

When I got there, I found my mom sitting on the couch, tears streaming down her face. She told me that one of her coworkers had been laid off, and she didn't know what she was going to do. I offered to help her in any way I could, and she was grateful.

The next few days were tough, but we made it through. I'm grateful for having someone to turn to when I needed it most.

BUCO'S BLOG

Monday, April 13, 2003

I was feeling pretty good after my baseball game yesterday. I hit a home run in the fourth inning, and our team won by a score of 10-2. It feels good to contribute to the team and help us win.

YOUTUBING

I know that a lot of people out there love YouTube, and I'm no different. I've been watching videos on there for a while now, and I've found some pretty cool stuff. I especially like the music videos and the funny videos.

But I've also noticed that YouTube can be pretty addictive. I've found myself spending hours on there, just watching one video after another. It's something that I need to watch out for.

IOWA BASEBALL POSTER DAY!

I love baseball, and I was thrilled to hear that we had a Poster Day for baseball here in Iowa. It was a great opportunity to show our support for the sport and the players.

The event was held at the baseball field, and there were a lot of people there. I saw some old friends and met some new ones.

It was a great day, and I'm looking forward to the upcoming season. Baseball is one of the best things about spring.
**PRIME, CLOSE-IN APARTMENTS**

**FOR AUGUST**

A.U.R. DOWNTOWN APTS.
341 E. Market
354-2767 OR 331-0931

- 1 BR. APARTMENTS FROM $322
- 2 BR. APARTMENTS FROM $448
- 3 BR. APARTMENTS FROM $563

- S. Van Buren
- S. Johnson
- E. Washington
- C. Pentacrest
- C. Jefferson
- N. Van Buren
- N. Jackson
- A. College
- E. College
- A. Pentacrest
- E. Church

- Roommates
- Room
- Kitchen
- Bath
- Heat
- Lincoln
- Rockwell
- Ridge

**BASE RENT W/ UTILITIES**

**ONLY $100 DEPOSIT! OFF STREET PARKING, LAUNDRY IN BUILDING, CLEAN ROOMS - 335 S. Johnson starting at $185

---

**338-6288**

LEASING NOW FOR FALL...

- 1, 2, & 3 bedroom apartments
- Houses & duplexes too!
- Studio efficiencies

**RENTS FROM $150 TO $1440**

Close to campus and surrounding areas. Many units to choose from, but units are fast. Call now for more information.

---

**Lakeside Manor**

New Building for Fall!

1 bedroom apartments available now for:

- 2 bedroom apartments from $329

**Call 509-338-3751 to make a参观 or for more information.**

---

**Van Buren Village**

- **3 bedroom apartments from $650**
- **2 bedroom apartments from $575**
- **1 bedroom apartments from $575**

**Call 509-338-3101 to make an appointment or for more information.**

---

**Forest Ridge Estates**

**Motel Home for Sale**

- 2 bedroom 2 bath home
- Located in Lewis Co. on the beautiful Columbia River

**Call 509-659-6998**

---
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